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“Reading the CLAP is like eating glitter and pooping rainbows!” - Carleton Freshman
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Campus Events Calendar

Today (Friday, February 1st)

10:50 am Weekend drinking begins. Also, Convocation. Chapel
12:00 pm Ritualistic Animal Slaughtering Hill of Three Oaks
5:45 pm Free Dinner If You Sit Through a Lecture: Gender Equality and its Effects on Global Warming in the Middle East Leighton 304
11:59 pm SWOffice Hours Northfield Hospital

Full calendar

News & Stories from Carleton

The Lens
EMPIRE! (Get it?)
The Voice
Shades of Gray. Still.
Carletonian
Convocation exists. Also, Tom Duda hates the new dorms.
The Carl
We threw a party, invited ourselves, took pictures, and wrote about it.

Ranked among the nation’s best publications, the Carleton Literary Association Paper is a prestigious weekly magazine delivered directly to you by the hands of gods in the historic river town of Northfield, Minnesota.
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